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CLASSIFYING 1-HANDLES ATTACHED TO
KNOTTED SURFACES

JEFFREY BOYLE

ABSTRACT. We study a method of obtaining knotted surfaces in the 4-sphere

S4 by attaching embedded 2-dimensional 1-handles to a given knot. The main

result is there is a one-to-one correspondence between the 1-handles that can

be attached to a knot and the double cosets of the peripheral subgroup in the

group of the knot. Many examples and applications are given.

1. Introduction. In this paper we will study a way of knotting orientable

surfaces in the 4-sphere S4 by attaching certain embedded 2-dimensional 1-handles

to a given knot. In this way we obtain a new knotted surface of greater genus.

Our main theorem says there is a one-to-one correspondence between the 1-handles

that can be attached to a surface and double cosets of the peripheral subgroup

in the fundamental group of the surface's exterior in S4. A trivial handle, repre-

senting a connected sum with an unknotted torus, is detected by its double coset

being the peripheral subgroup. If a knotted surface has infinite cyclic peripheral

subgroup (which includes all knotted 2-spheres) our classification of 1-handles can

be simplified. In this case, 1-handles coincide with orbits in the commutator sub-

group determined by conjugation by the meridian of the group. We give examples

of knots admitting only a finite number of handles and knots admitting infinitely

many handles producing inequivalent genus one knotted tori with the same group.

This is a generalization of a result by C. Livingston [Lv].

By spinning and twist-spinning a knotted circle in a manner similar to the clas-

sical methods of Artin and Zeeman, we get the corresponding knotted tori. These

knots have a natural description in terms of 1-handles. We show that the spun torus

is irreducible (not a connected sum with an unknotted torus) while the twist-spun

tori are sometimes irreducible and sometimes not irreducible.

In §2 we define 1-handles and prove the main theorem. We apply this result in

§3 to trivial handles, and in §4 our classification of 1-handles is simplified in the

case of trivial peripheral subgroup. §5 contains several lemmas about the group

and peripheral subgroup of a knot with a handle attached. The remainder of the

paper is devoted to examples and applications. The 5-twist-spun trefoil is studied

in detail in §6, and spun tori and twist-spun tori in §§7 and 8.

The results of this paper were part of the author's Ph.D. thesis. Gratitude is

expressed to Dennis Roseman for his instruction and encouragement. Thanks also

to F. Gonzalez-Acuna for several helpful conversations.

We will work in the smooth category. A knotted surface (or simply a knot)

is a smoothly embedded closed connected oriented surface in S4.   Two knots F
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FIGURE  1

and G are equivalent if there exists an orientation-preserving diffeomorphism of S4

mapping F onto G. A knot F of genus g that bounds a handlebody of genus g

in S4 is said to be unknotted. Any two unknotted surfaces of the same genus are

equivalent (see [HK]). Denote by Tg an unknotted surface of genus g. Let Bn C R"

be the closed unit n-dimensional ball, and if m < n, the natural inclusion of Bm

in Bn is those points of Bn whose last n — m coordinates are zero. Let 0 G Bn be

the center. Fix an orientation for each Bn.

Let F be a knot in Sn (where F is a surface if n = 4 and F is a classical knot if

n = 3) and N(F) be a tubular neighborhood of F in Sn. The group of the knot F

will always mean 7r1(S,n\int(Ar(7?))). If 7r is the group of a knot, then it is infinite

cyclic if F is unknotted, while 7r/V is infinite cyclic for any knot by Alexander

duality.

2. 1-handles on surfaces. In this section we define 1-handles and prove an

algebraic classification of handles for any given knot. Basically, a 1-handle on a

knotted surface is a thin tube (annulus) that is attached to the surface, thereby

increasing the genus by one and creating a new knot.

Let F be a knotted surface and N(F) be a (fixed) tubular neighborhood with

projection map p: N(F) —» F. Let X = S4\int(N(F)) be the exterior of F. Since

N(F) is diffeomorphic to F x B2, there exists a map q: N(F) —■> B2 corresponding

to projection onto the B2 factor. Fix such a map q.

DEFINITION 1. A 1-handle h on F is a map h: [0,1] x B3 -» X with the

following properties:

(i) the core hc = h([0,1] x {0}) is a neatly embedded arc, with orientation induced

by h from the natural orientation of [0,1],

(ii) h: [0,1] x B3 —* X is a closed tubular neighborhood of hc in X,

(iii) q(h({i} x B2)) is a single point in B2, i = 0,1,

(iv) the embedded 2-balls p(h({i} x 7?2)) —> F, i = 0,1 are disjoint and induce

opposite orientations on F.

Note that there are canonical annuli At in N(F) defined by the properties d Ai =

h{{i} x dB2) +p(h{i} x dB2)) such that p(A%) = p(h{i} x dB2)) and q(At) is a
ray in B2, i = 0,1. Define the knot F + h to be the surface

F + h = F\(p(h{0,1} x B2)) U A0 U Ai U (A([0,1] x dB2))

(see Figure 1).
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F + his orientable by property (iv) of Definition 1. The 2-disk h(B2 x {1/2}) is

the cocore of h.

DEFINITION 2. Two 1-handles h and k on F are equivalent if there exists a

diffeotopy Ht, t £ [0,1], of X such that

(i) for all t £ [0,1], Tit (ft) is a 1-handle

(ii) 77i(ftc) = kc with the same orientation and

Hi(h(d([0,l]xB2))) = k(d([0,l]xB2)).

Handle equivalence is an equivalence relation on the 1-handles of F and equiva-

lent handles produce equivalent knots. Inequivalent handles may also give equiva-

lent knots.

Choose a point x £ dX and let it = tti(X,x). Let i: dX —+ X be the inclusion

map.

DEFINITION 3. Let ¿*: iri(dX,x) —» tti(X,x) be the induced map of funda-

mental groups. Call i*(iri(dX,x)) the peripheral subgroup of it and denote it by

P.

Since dX « F x S1, P is the homomorphic image of tti(F) x Z. Let t G 7r be an

element represented by a loop in dX that is the boundary of the 2-disk p~l(p(x)).

We call t a meridian for it. A meridian generates an infinite cyclic subgroup and

is in the center of P. Note that if it is infinite cyclic, it = P — (t). For a knotted

2-sphere, P = (t), while for a knotted torus P is the image of Z © Z © Z. There

are known examples of knotted tori with P — Z©ZffiZ,Z©Z, and Z (see [LI]).

We will see a few examples where P = Z © Z„.

If ft is a handle on F, let ßtm = ft({í} x Bm), 0 < t < 1, m = 1,2,3, and let

bt = h({t} x 0), 0 < t < 1. Hence dhc = {boM}, bt £ B¡ C S2 C B3, and 5t3 is
the fiber over 6¿ (viewing the handle as an embedded fibre bundle over ftc).

DEFINITION 4. Let ft be a 1-handle on F. Let a and /? be paths in dX with
q(0) = ß(0) = x and a(l) = 60 and /3(1) = bx. Then a * ftc * /T1 is a loop in X

based at x. So [a * hc * ß~l] £ it. Define the double coset of ft, denoted P(h)P, by
P(h)P = P[a * hc * ß~l]P.

Of course we must show

LEMMA 1.   P(h)P is well defined.

PROOF. The only choices involved in the definition are the paths a and ß. So

let 7 and 6 be paths in dX such that ^(0) = 6(0) — x and 7(1) = 60, b(l) = bi. We
must show P[a * hc * /?_1]P = P[i * hc * ¿_1]P. Note that [a * -y-1] and [6 * /Tx]

are elements of P. Then

We note that the double cosets partition a group.

The following is the main result of this section.

THEOREM 2. Two 1-handles ft and k on F are equivalent if and only if P(h)P =

P(k)P.
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PROOF. First assume ft and k are equivalent handles. Let 77t be a diffeotopy of

X that takes ft to k. Define the following paths in dX:

lt(s) = 77s(ft({0} x {0})),        s £ [0,í],

6t(s) = Ha(h({l}x{0})),        s£[0,t],

and

Gt(x) = a*lt* Ht(hc) * 6~l *ß~\        t£ [0,1].

Then Gt is a path homotopy from Go = a * hc * ß~l to Gi, and Gi is a loop

that defines P(k)P. Therefore, P(k)P = P[Gi\P. Since [Go] = [Gi], P(h)P and

P(k)P have nonempty intersection and hence are equal.

Now assume P(h)P = P(k)P. We shall construct a diffeotopy realizing the

handle equivalence of ft and k. Let D™ = k({t} x Bm), t G [0,1], m = 1,2,3, and

let dt = k({t} xO), t £ [0,1].

Let a, ß, 7,6 be paths in dX starting at x with q(1) = bo, ß(l) = 6i, 7(1) = do,

6(1) = dx. So P(h)P = P[a * hc * ß~x]P and P(k)P = P[f * hc * 6'^P. Since
P(h)P — P(k)P, there exist loops p¿ in dX with [p¿] G P, i — 0,1, such that

[a * hc * ß^1] = [po][l * hc * <5_1][pi]- Rearranging our paths we have [ftc] =

[a-1 * po * 7][fcc][<5-1 * pi * ß]. Note that a~l * p0 * 7 is a path in dX from b0 to

(¿o and ß~x * pi * 7 is a path in 3X from 61 to di. We can replace these paths by

paths c/n and qi in dX homotopic rel endpoints to the originals that are smoothly

embedded with disjoint interiors. So [ftc] = [çoH^n^f1!-

Now push bl along <?¿ to di, i = 0,1. By the Tubular Neighborhood Theorem [H]

and the Isotopy Extension Theorem we may extend this push to a diffeotopy of dX

that takes Bf onto Df, i = 0,1 (we may even respect property (iii) of Definition

1). By means of a collar on dX in X we can extend this diffeotopy to X.

This diffeotopy takes h to a new handle, which we continue to call ft. This new

ft has bi = di, BY1 = 7?J", ¿ = 0,1 and m = 2,3. Furthermore, hc and kc are

homotopic rel endpoints.

According to Theorem 4 of [Hu], the homotopy between ftc and kc rel endpoints

can be realized by a diffeotopy of X that is fixed on dX. Applying the Tubular

Neighborhood Theorem again we move the neighborhood ft of ftc onto A; by a

diffeotopy taking fibres to fibres in a linear manner. Furthermore, it is easy to see

by examining the proof of the Tubular Neighborhood Theorem that any fibres of

ft that were initially lined up with the corresponding fibres of k can be made to

remain fixed throughout the diffeotopy. In particular, for our case, we want Bf,

i = 0,1, to remain fixed in dX.

At this point we have hc = kc, Bf = Df £ [0,1], and 732 = Df, i = 0,1. What we
need is Bf = Df, t £ [0,1]. Let rt : {t} x B3 —> B3 be projection onto B3. We have

the natural inclusions B2 C t x B2 C t x B3 with the orientation of t x B2 coming

from the fixed orientation of B2. By the Tubular Neighborhood Theorem we have

for each t £ [0,1] a linear isomorphism fc_1(ft): {t} x B3 —+ {t} x B3. This map

determines for each t £ [0,1] an element 0(t) of €73,2, the Grassmannian manifold

of oriented 2-planes in R3, as follows: rt(k~l(h({t} x B2))) C B3 is a linearly

embedded 2-disk through the origin with orientation induced by the map. There is a

unique element 9(t) olG^^ whose intersection with 733 is this oriented 2-disk. Thus
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9(t), t £ [0,1], is a smooth path in G3,2 with 0(0) = 0(1) = (R3, R2), the standard 2-

plane in R3. Since G%<2 is diffeomorphic to S2, there is a path homotopy 6(t, x) from

0(t) to the constant path based at (R3,R2). Therefore 77s = k(r~1(e(rt(k~1(h)))))

is an isotopy of ft that takes Bf to Df. This completes a series of diffeotopies whose

product is the required diffeotopy supplying the equivalence of ft and k.    D

3. Trivial handles. In this section we apply the results of §2 to detect the

simplest type of handles that can be added to a knotted surface.

If F and G are knots, we can form their connected sum, denoted F#G, as follows.

Choose points p and q on F and G respectively, and find small 4-balls 5i and B2

centered at p and q such that the pairs (Bi,Bi n F) and (B2,B2 n G) are equiv-

alent to the standard pair (B4,B2). Now glue the pairs (54\int(ß1),F\int(ßi))

and (S4\ int(7?2), G\int(i?2)) together by an orientation-reversing diffeomorphism

f:dBi-^ dB2 such that f(dBi D F) = dB2 n G.
Knots F and G are stably equivalent if F#Tn is equivalent to G#Tm for some

m and n. A knot F is irredicible if it is not equivalent to G#Ti, for any knot G,

and F is stably irreducible if it is not stably equivalent to a surface of lower genus.

There are no known examples of inequivalent knots (orientable) of the same genus

that are stably equivalent. Later we will see pairs of stably equivalent knots of the

same genus for which we have no proof that they are equivalent.

DEFINITION 5. A 1-handle ft on F is said to be trivial if there exists a 4-ball B4

in S4 containing ft such that B4 n F = dB4 n F and this intersection is a 2-disk.

If a 1-handle ft is trivial then F + ft is equivalent to F#Ti. We may use B4 to

homotop hc rel dhc into dN(F). Thus P(h)P = P.

COROLLARY 3.   ft is trivial if and only if P(h)P = P.

COROLLARY 4. Let F be a knot with 7Ti(S4\int(iV(F))) infinite cyclic. Then

any 1 -handle of F is trivial.

PROOF. Since the peripheral subgroup P is the entire group of F, P(h)P = P

and Corollary 4 imply ft is trivial.    D

This last corollary was originally due to Hosokawa and Kawauchi [HK]. They

also proved that every knotted surface in S4 may be made trivial by adding enough

1-handles in an appropriate manner. Hence every knotted surface whose comple-

ment has infinite cyclic fundamental group is stably unknotted, that is, it becomes

unknotted by taking its connected sum with an unknotted surface Tg of sufficiently

large genus.

COROLLARY 5.   7/F is unknotted, then F + ft is unknotted.

4. Trivial peripheral subgroups. It is possible to greatly simplify the classi-

ficationof 1-handles on a knot F if the peripheral subgroup P is as small as possible.

Let it = TTi(S4\int(N(F)),x) as before and let t £ it be a meridian.

DEFINITION 6. F has trivial peripheral subgroup if P = (t).

This is always the case if F = S2, a 2-sphere. For the remainder of this section

we shall assume P — (t).

If g £ it, then PgP — {tngtm\m,n £ Z}. Each g £ it can be written uniquely

as g = tkg', where k £ Z, and g' £ it', the commutator subgroup of it. Hence

PgP = {tntkg'tm\m,n £ Z} = {tntmg't-m\m,n G Z}.   Since tmg't-m £ it' we
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see that (PgP) n tt' = {tmg't-m\m £ Z}. This set is simply the orbit of g' under

conjugation by the meridian t. We call this set an orbit.

Since the double cosets of P partition tt, their intersection with tt' partitions

tt'. Since each double coset intersects tt' in a nonempty set, there is a one-to-one

correspondence between double cosets and orbits.

DEFINITION 7. If ft is a handle on F, define the orbit of ft, denoted T(h), by
T(ft) = (F(ft)F)n7r'.

The above comments and Theorem 2 imply the following.

COROLLARY 6. Two 1-handles ft and k on F (where P = (t)) are equivalent if

and only ifT(h) = T(k).

COROLLARY 7.   A 1-handle ft is trivial if and only ifT(h) = 1.

PROOF. P(h)P = P if and only if P(h)P n tt' = 1.
EXAMPLE 8. The 2-twist-spun trefoil S (see [Z]) has group tt with presentation

tt = {t,a; tat'1 - a2,a3 - 1}, where P = (t) and tt' = {a;a3 = 1} (see p. 136

of [F]). There are only two orbits, namely {1} and {a,a2}. Thus there are only

two equivalence classes of handles on S. The handle corresponding to {1} is trivial

of course. According to [Z], S bounds M in S4, where M is the punctured lens

space L(3, l)\open 3-ball. M can be described as a solid torus with a 3-dimensional

2-handle attached. The cocore of this 2-handle is the core ftc of a 1-handle ft on F.

S + h may be obtained from M by drilling a "tunnel" through M along ftc. The

boundary of the resulting 3-manifold is 5 + ft. But this 3-manifold is a solid torus.

Hence S + ft is unknotted and T(ft) = {a, a2}.

5. The effect of 1-handle addition on the group of the knot. Adding

a handle to a knot generally changes the fundamental group of the exterior. The

handle never adds generators but usually adds a nontrivial relation. Let F be a knot

with 7T = 7ri(S'4\int(./V(F)),z), t £ tt, a meridian, and P the peripheral subgroup.

LEMMA 9. Let h be a 1-handle on F. Then the fundamental group of the

exterior of F + ft is n/[t, P(h)P].

PROOF. It will be easier to prove the lemma if we use the complements of

the knots in S4 rather than their exteriors. We may assume that ft is attached

very near the basepoint x. Let l G P(h)P. There exists a neighborhood N of

ft([0,1] x B3) in S4 diffeomorphic to a 4-ball such that x £ dN and F intersects N

in a trivial pair of properly embedded 2-disks. By Van Kampen's Theorem, we see

that7r1(S4\(Fuint(JV)) = tt.

Note that small loops at x linking the 2-disks in N are just meridians. The

fundamental group of N\F is a free group of rank two with generators a pair of

loops ii and t2 in dN linking the boundaries of the two 2-disks in ¿97V. We can

choose ti and t2 so that in the inclusion (dN\F) —» (S4\F), ti goes to t and t2

goes to ltl~l. Adding the handle ft replaces the two 2-disks by an annulus with the

same boundary. This results in £i = t2 and consequently t = ltl~l.

Let /' G P(h)P. Then /' = pi/p2, for some pi,P2 £ P- Since t is in the center of

P, the following are equivalent:

tl = It,    pitlp2 = piltp2,     tpilp2 — pilp2t,     tl' = I't.

We conclude that all of P(h)P commutes with t.    D
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Figure 2

If F has trivial peripheral subgroup, then it is clear from the above that the

fundamental group of the exterior of F + ft is ir/[t,T(h)]. This causes all of the

elements of T(h) to become equal, as well as commute with t. Note that if T(h)

already commutes with t, then T(h) is a single element and the knots F and F + ft

have the same group.

Adding a handle to a knot may also alter the peripheral subgroup.

LEMMA 10. If F,TT,t, and P are as in Lemma 9, then the peripheral subgroup

of the knot F + ft is generated by P and P(h)P in ir/[t, P(h)P].

PROOF. The handle ft adds two new generators I and m to the fundamental

group of the boundary of a tubular neighborhood of F + ft, where I runs 'parallel'

to the core ftc and m lies on the interior of the cocore of ft. Clearly the image of /

in tt is in P(h)P and the image of m is 1.    D

If F has trivial peripheral subgroup, then the peripheral subgroup of F + ft is

(t, T(h)) in ir/[t, T(h)]. In this situation, the new peripheral subgroup is isomorphic

to Z © Zn, where n is the order of T(h) (possibly 1 or oo) in 7r/[i,T(ft)].

LEMMA 11. Stably equivalent knots have isomorphic groups and isomorphic

peripheral subgroups.

PROOF. It suffices to show that if ft is a trivial handle on F, then F + ft has

the same group and peripheral subgroups as F. If ft is trivial, then P(h)P = P

and so [t,P(h)P] = [t,P] = 1. By Lemma 9, the group is unchanged. By Lemma

10, the new peripheral subgroup is generated by P and P(h)P, and thus is also

unchanged.    D

As a consequence of Lemma 11, a knot with nontrivial peripheral subgroup

cannot be stably equivalent to a knotted sphere. In particular, a knotted torus

with nontrivial peripheral subgroup is irreducible.

6. The 5-twist-spun trefoil. In this section we will look at an example in

detail that will illustrate the techniques developed thus far. Our example is the

5-twist-spun trefoil sphere (see [Z]). The definition of the twist-spun knots will be

given in §8, but for the purposes of this example we need only the group of the

5-twist-spun trefoil. Throughout this section, S will denote the 5-twist-spun trefoil

and tt its group.

The group of the trefoil knot (see Figure 2) has the following presentation: G =

{x, y: xyx = yxy}, where a: is a meridian, y is a conjugate of x, and the longitude

X = x2y~1x~1y2x~iy~1 commutes with x.
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According to [Z], tt is obtained from the group of the trefoil by making the fifth

power of the meridian commute with the whole group. Hence tt = G/[G, x5].

Consider the map er: G —► SL(2,Z5) determined by o~(x) = [¿ \] and o(y) =

[-1 ?]• Since o(xyx) = a(yxy), a is a homomorphism. In fact, a is an epimorphism

[RiL Note that

ffU     = /,

the identity. Therefore, we can factor o through the quotient 7r = G/[G, x5]. Denote

by a' the surjection tt -» 57,(2, Z5). Both 7r' and 57,(2, Z5) are isomorphic to the

binary icosahedral group of order 120 (see [Z and Rf]), a perfect group. Therefore,

a' maps tt' isomorphically onto SL(2, Z5).

We shall use this isomorphism of tt' to count the orbits in tt'. Conjugation by x

in tt' corresponds to conjugation by o'(x) = [¿ j] in 57,(2, Z5). Therefore, we can

work entirely in SL(2, Z5).

The inverse of [Q 1] ls [0 ~i ]• Then

1    1

0    1

a    b

c    d

1    -1
0      1

a + c    b + d ■

c d

a

c

Therefore, [" ^] commutes with [0\] if and only if c = 0 and a = d (in which case

a = ±1). Hence the centralizer of [¿ J] is {[ ' ±1] : b £ Z5}, a cyclic subgroup of

order 10 generated by [~* ~j], say.

Since [¿ j] has order five in SL(2, Z5), the length of each orbit must be a divisor

of five. The orbits of length one are exactly the elements commuting with [¿ {]•

We conclude that there are ten orbits of length one and (120 - 10)/5 = 22 orbits

of length five. By Corollary 6 there are exactly 32 equivalence classes of 1-handles

on S.

Next we wish to investigate the nature of the knots obtained by adding handles

to S. Let C — {±7}. Then G is a normal subgroup of SL(2, Z5) contained in the

center. Using the fact that SL(2, Z5) is perfect and SL(2, Z5)/G = PSL(2,5) = A5
is a simple group, it is easy to show that G is the only proper normal subgroup of

SL(2,Z5).
Let ft be a handle on S such that T(ft) is an orbit of length five. The group

of S + ft is Tr/[x,T(h)]. Note that [x,T(h)] c tt' contains at least five elements

because the five elements of T(ft) become equal in 7r/[x,T(ft)]. From the previous

paragraph we can conclude [x, T(h)\ = tt'. Thus the group of S + ft is tt/tt', infinite

cyclic. All 22 handles on S corresponding to orbits of length five produce knotted

tori with infinite cyclic group. It is likely that these tori are all unknotted, but we

have no proof of that fact. Of course, they are stably unknotted.

Now let us look at the ten handles on 5 whose orbits are of length one. Let ft¿

be the handle on S such that

o'(T(h)) =
0

Since T(hi) commutes with x, the group of S + ft, is the same as the group of

S. Furthermore, the peripheral subgroup of S + hi, generated by x and T(ft,), is

isomorphic to Z © Zn, where n is the order of T(ft¿). Here n is 1 if i — 0; 2 if i = 5;
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FIGURE 3.  Projection into R3 of the spun trefoil torus

5 if i = 2,4,6,8; and 10 if i = 1,3,7,9. The handles ft, and ftio-¿ are the same if
we ignore their orientations.

The knots 5 + fti and S + h3 have isomorphic groups and isomorphic peripheral

subgroups, and may be equivalent knots. We can at least show that they are stably

equivalent. Make the handles fti and ftß disjoint so we can add them both to 5.

Now if ftß is added to 5 +fti, then its double coset as a handle on 5+ fti is P(hz)P,

where P is the peripheral subgroup of 5 + fti. From the very definition of /13 we

have P(hz)P = P, and so h¿ is a trivial handle on 5 + fti. Similarly, fti is a trivial

handle on 5 + h3. We conclude that 5 + fti and 5 + ft 3 are stably equivalent to

5 + fti + /13, and so to each other.

The same results can be established for the knots S + h2 and 5 + /14, and for

5 + fti and S + h2 + h$. Using the technique in the above paragraphs, it is not

hard to show that there are only five stable equivalence classes of knots obtained

by adding handles to the 5-twist-spun trefoil no matter how many handles are

added. These stable equivalence classes are distinguished by either their groups or

their peripheral subgroups. Furthermore, it is impossible to prodice a genus two or

greater irreducible knot from 5 by adding handles. We have, however, succeeded in

producing at least three distinct irreducible knotted tori, namely 5 + ft¿, i = 1, 2,5,

all with the same group tt.

7. Spun spheres and spun tori. The spun spheres, invented by Artin in the

1920s, were the first construction of a nontrivial smoothly knotted 2-sphere in 54.

Its historical significance and its geometric simplicity have made it probably the

most studied of all higher dimensional knots. In this section we will derive some

general results about handles added to spun spheres.

If k C 53 is a classical knot, then the associated 3-ball, knotted arc pair (B3, k)

of k is obtained by removing a very small open 3-ball in 53 centered on a point of

k. There are several descriptions of the spun sphere. We shall use the following

open book decomposition of the pair 54, spun sphere.

DEFINITION 8. The spun k sphere is the quotient space of the pair

_(B3,k) xS1_

{{&} x 51 = point \b £ dB3} "

The quotient of B3 x 51 is 54 and the quotient of k x S1 is a 2-sphere (the spun

sphere) in 54.

Let S be the spun k sphere. If N(k) is a tubular neighborhood for k in 733, then

N(k) x 51 is a tubular neighborhood for 5 in S4. The inclusion

i: (B3\intN(k)) x {0} -> X,
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the exterior of 5, induces an isomorphism of fundamental groups (see [Rf]). We

shall call the two points of dk the north and south poles.

DEFINITION 9. Let / be an embedded oriented arc in d(B3,k) x {0} such that

dl = dk. Then / D X is a properly embedded arc in X and therefore is the core of

a 1-handle ft on 5. Call 5 + ft the spun k torus.

By Theorem 2 the spun k toris is well defined. Geometrically, the name is

appropriate since this torus can be formed by "spinning" the entire knotted circle A;

in B3, not just the associated knotted arc (see Figure 3). Therefore, our definition

of the spun k torus agrees with that given in [Lv].

The boundary of B3\int(N(k)) is an incompressible torus. The fundamental

group of this torus has a unique element, up to sign, that is primitive and null-

homologous in B3\int(N(k)) (and homotopic to k in N(k)). Choose such an ele-

ment. Its image A' in 7Ti(7?3\int(Ar(fc)),a;) is called a longitude. Denote by A the

image of A' under the isomorphism ¿* noted above.

We claim that in the definition of the spun torus, the handle ft is such that

T(h) = A (or its inverse). This can be demonstrated as follows. We may slide the

handle ft along 5 so that both attaching points are very near the basepoint x. In

this way the core ftc resembles a representative of an element of tti(X,x). In our

case, if we assume the basepoint is near the south pole then we want to slide the

end of ftc attached near the north pole down along the knot k in (B3,k) x {0} to

near the south pole. Now ftc looks like a loop at x that follows parallel along the

knot A; in (B3, k) x {0}. Thus P(h)P = P(X)P and so T(h) = X (the sole occupant

of its orbit because it commutes with the meridian).

THEOREM  12.   If k is nontrivial, the spun k torus is irreducible.

PROOF. Since T(h) = X commutes with the meridian, 5 and 5 + ft have the same

groups. Therefore, the peripheral subgroup of 5 + ft, generated by the meridian

and A, is isomorphic to Z © Z. Therefore, 5 -I- ft is irreducible.    D

This is also proved in [Lv]. Livingston used the spun tori to construct irreducible

knots of arbitrary genus. In so doing, he demonstrated the existence of many stably

inequivalent knots with the same group. His construction, for each positive integer

n, yields 2n stably inequivalent (and stably irreducible) knotted surfaces of genus

n with the same group, the group being the group of the composite of n classical

knots.

THEOREM 13. Given any classical knot group tt, there are infinitely many in-

equivalent irreducible knotted tori with group tt.

PROOF. Given the classical knot group 7r, let k be a classical knot whose group

is tt and let 5 be the spun k sphere. Of course, the group of 5 is isomorphic to tt.

Let A, as before, be the image under this isomorphism of the longitude of it. For

each nonnegative integer n, let h„ be the handle on 5 such that T(hn) = A2 . Since

A has infinite order, these handles are inequivalent. Because A commutes with the

meridian, the group of 5 + hn is tt. The peripheral subgroup of 5 + ft« is generated

by the meridian and A2 , and hence is isomorphic to Z © Z. This shows that each

5 + ftn is irredicuble. It only remains to be seen that the knotted tori are distinct.

Now ±A2" are the only primitive elements of the perpheral subgroup of 5 + hn

that are also in the commutator subgroup. To show that 5 + ft„ and 5 + ftm are
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inequivalent if n ^ m it suffices to show there is no automorphism of 7r taking A2
to±A2m.

Given g £ tt, we say g is divisible by the integer i if there is p £ tt such that

pl = g. According to [Sh], g is divisible by only a finite number of integers. Call the

maximum such integer the divisibility of g. If g has divisibility i, with p% = g, then

gJ = plJ has greater divisibility. Therefore A2 and A2 have different divisibility,

and so there is no automorphism of tt taking A2   to ±A2   .    □

In the above argument we used A2" insted of A" so that we could compare the

divisibility of A2" and A2"*. The proof works equally well with A2 replaced by A6 ,

b an integer greater than one. In fact, we could probably replace A2 by A" by

using more facts about classical knot groups.

8. Twist spun tori. Twist spun knots are an important generalization of spun

spheres invented by Zeeman in 1963. Here we will define the twist spun tori, the

corresponding generalization of the spun tori.

Let (B3, k) be a 3-ball, knotted arc pair. Let ft,t £ [0,1] be the ambient isotopy

of (B3,k) that rigidly rotates k n full times keeping dB3 fixed throughout. Hence

fi[k = identity, ft\dB3 = identity, but /i is not the identity. Let / = f%.
DEFINITION 9. The n-twist-spun k sphere is the following quotient space of the

pair

_(7J3,fc) x [0,1]_

{(b,0) = (f(b),l) and {b0} x [0,1]= point | for all b £ B3,b0 £ dB3}'

The quotient of B3 x [0,1] is 54 and the quotient of k x [0,1] is the n-twist-spun

k sphere in 54.

For a more detailed description of the above process see [L2].

Let 5 be the n-twist-spun k sphere. Let N(k) be a tubular neighborhood for k

in B3. The map / above can be chosen so that f(N(k)) = N(k). Hence the quo-

tient of N(k) x [0,1] is a tubular neighborhood for 5 in 54. Let x' £ d(N(k)) and

x = (x1,0) G dN(S). Let G = tt,(B3\ int(7V(fc)), x') and tt = tt,(54\ int(N(5)), x).

Then the inclusion map i: (B3\int(N(k))) x 0 —► S4\int(N(S)) induces an epi-

morphism of groups i'.. : G -*• n with kernel [G, tn], where t is a meridian of G (see

[Z] or [Rf]). Let A G 7r be the image under i* of a longitude of G.

DEFINITION 10. Let ft be a 1-handle on 5 such that T(h) = X. Call 5 + ft the
n-twist-spun k torus.

The handle ft can be chosen to run straight from the north pole to the south

pole as in the definition of the spun torus. From this observation we see that the

twist-spun torus is obtained from twist-spinning the entire knotted circle k, not

just the associated knotted arc. In Theorem 12 we showed that the spun tori were

irredicuble. This is not necessarily the case with twist-spun tori.

THEOREM 14. If k is a 2-bridge knot, then the 2-twist-spun k torus is a con-

nected sum of the 2-twist-spun k sphere and the unknotted torus.

PROOF. We must show that the handle ft in Definition 10 is trivial, or équiva-

lent^, T(h) = X = 1 in tt.

The longitude A' of G is in the second commutator subgroup G" of G (in the

infinite cyclic cover of the exterior of k in 7?3, a lift of A' bounds a lift of a Seifert

surface). Therefore, ¿*(A') = A is in tt".
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It suffices to show that tt" is trivial for the groups tt in question. According to

[Z], the n-twist-spun k sphere (k arbitrary) is a fibred knot, with fibre diffeomorphic

to the punctured n-fold cyclic cover of 53 branched over k. In a fibred knot the

infinite cyclic cover of the exterior is homotopy equivalent to the fibre. Therefore,

the commutator subgroup is isomorphic to the fundamental group of the fibre.

We need only show that the commutator subgroup of the fundamental group

of the 2-fold branched cyclic cover of a 2-bridge knot is trivial. These branched

covers are Lens spaces by [Sc] and so have cyclic fundamental groups and trivial

commutator subgroup.    D

THEOREM 15. The n-twist-spun trefoil and figure eight tori are irreducible if

and only s/n/l or 2.

PROOF. First we dispose of the exception cases n = 1,2. A corollary to Zee-

man's fibring theorem is that the 1-twist-spun k sphere is unknotted for any k. By

Corollary 4, the handle ft of Definition 10 is trivial.

The trefoil and figure eight knots are 2-bridge knots and so n = 2 is Theorem

14.

Since A commutes with the meridian, 5 + ft and 5 have the same group. If A

is nontrivial, 5 + ft has nontrivial peripheral subgroup generated by the meridian

and A, and so 5 + ft is irreducible. Therefore, for each n > 2, we must show A is

nontrivial. We will first show this for the n-twist-spun trefoil.

Let G be the group of the trefoil and it the group of the n-twist-spun trefoil. Re-

call the presentation of G in §6: G = {x,y, A': xyx = yxy,X' = x2y~1x~ly2x~1y~1}.

We have the representation a: G —> 57,(2, Zn) determined by

o-(x) =
1    1

0    1
<r(y) =

1     0
-1   1 o-(X') =

-1    -6

0     -1

Note that

a(xn)
1    0

0    1

Therefore [G, xn] C ((xn)) is contained in the kernel of a and we can factor a

through the quotient tt — G/[G,xn]. Denote by 7 the map from tt to 57,(2, Zn).

Then 7(A) = o(X') = ["* ~J] is nontrivial in 5L(2,Z„) for all n > 2. Therefore A

is nontrivial for all n > 2 as desired.

The group of the figure eight knot has presentation

G = {x,y,X': xy~lx~xyx = yxy~xx~ly,X' = yx~1y~1x2y~1x~1y}

where a; is a meridian and A' is a longitude. We have a representation a: G —»

PSL(2, Zn(w)) determined by

1 °i  „r^r-1 2(-2
-w     1

o{x °{y) = o(X') =
w)

0 -1

where w = (—1 + \f^3)/2. Now proceed as with the trefoil above.    D

In R. Riley's paper [Ri] he provides many representations of classical knot groups

onto the alternating group A5 and a dozen or so representations onto SL(2, Z).

These representations may be used to establish irreducibility of many twist-spun

tori by the technique used for the trefoil and figure eight in the above proof.
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9. Final comments. Is every knotted surface obtained by adding 1-handles

to knotted spheres? Examples of Asano [As] and Litherland [LI] show that the

answer is no even for the torus. Their examples have the property that every

essential simple closed curve on the torus is not contractible in the complement

of the torus, a property a knot with a handle never has. Litherland constructed

knotted surfaces whose groups had prescribed second homology. Using an example

in [Ln] we can produce some knotted tori 5 + ft whose groups have second homology

z2.
We also note that the main results of this paper may be generalized to higher

dimensions.
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